What are the most relevant parameters?
Växa – SimHerd

1.Köttrassperma analys
2.NTM

3.SenseTime
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1. Köttrassperma analys

Two questions are answered
1) Why is the optimum amount of beef semen is so high (black arrow)?

Page 3-4

2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?
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These questions are answered with 4 examples from your own herds. See next page.
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1) How come that the optimum amount of beef semen is so high or low?

Result from SimHerd
Survival
Herd Max. Level of beef semen Utslagnings% Dödfödslar Kalvdödelighet Döda
e. födsel
kor
1
50%
33%
1%
1%
1%
2
60%
27%
8%
3%
5%
3
10%
36%
4%
3%
8%
4
20%
30%
9%
2%
10%

Repro Kor
Start Ins% Dr%
62
52
87
97

67%
86%
60%
52%

50%
45%
33%
55%

Repro Kvigor
Start Ins% Dr%
15
16
19
17

77%
84%
80%
30%

55%
54%
77%
61%

Xvik on
heifers - cows
25%-0%
35%-40%
0%-0%
0%-0%

In this table the results are presented for 4 herds and all the input parameters that were put into SimHerd.
• In Herd 1, the optimum level of beef semen was 50% (see below). The good parameters for survival explain
why the optimum proportion of beef semen is so high.
• In Herd 2, the optimum is also high (60%). The green numbers in this row explain why it is so high
• In Herd 3 and 4, the optimum is ”only” 10-20%, so they herd can’t use a lot of beef semen. The red input
parmaters explain why the optimum is low
Herd 1
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1) How come that the optimum amount of beef semen is so high or low?

In case the herd can generate a big surplus ”överskott” of heifers, the herd can
also use a lot of beef semen.
Therefore, the important parameters are:
• Calf mortality. Lower is better
• Utslagnings%.
”
”
• Dr% and Ins% of the cows. Higher is better
• Start breeding. Earlier is better. In case you start late, fewer calves are born, which
means you will have a lower ”överskott” and therefor less room to use beefsemen
• Use a lot of sexed semen (on the heifers)

Less important
• Disease incidence (mastit, metabolska…). As long as you tell the model what the
utslagnings% is, you don’t need to tell the model what the reason for high culling
was. Only for simulating NTM and SenseTime the diseases are important, because
in these analyses we simulate a lower risk of these diseases.
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2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?
Having a high ”maximum” amount of beef semen doesn’t always mean that the profit from using
beef semen is high. A high profit from using beef semen mainly depends on the prices and costs.

Just by looking at these numbers, you can see what prices are relevant. Intäkter Mjölk and
Kostnader Foder kor change very little; even if you would use a milkprice of 0 kr. !!! (very
extreme, but it helps understanding) the reduction of Intäkter Mjölk would not be -18.000 but
ofcourse 0 kr. And the increase in TB would not be 300.000 but 318.000 kr. (+6%) In other
words, even assuming something crazy as 0 kr. milk price only changes our conlusion with 6%
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2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?

These are the big numbers, so these are also the important prices you should consider.
This analysis is from an Ekologisk herd. So the costs of feeding the Ungdjur is higher, which
means that the reduction in Kostnader Foder ungdjur is larger (-520.000!)
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2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?

This is also an analysis with around 300 cows, but here the Foder ungdjur is ”only” reduced
with 376.000 kr. That is because this is a conventional herd and the previous one is an
Ekologisk herd.
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2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?

Also, in case the heifers calve young, it is not expensive to have heifers
and you will not save so much money using beef semen.
When looking at the
numbers in the Green
circle, you will expect that
SimHerd can use a lot of
beef semen (50-60%) but
when looking at the
numbers in the Red circle,
you will expect that the
reduction of Kostnader
foder ungdjur will not be so
big (but still big enough to
give an overall increase in
TB)
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2) Why is the increase in TB so high (orange arrow)?

Economics of beef semen depends on how much the Intäkter and Kostnader change
Therefore, the important prices/costs are:
• Costs of having youngstock (feed and labor)
• Price of heifers
• Price of crossbred calves
That’s why we only look at these prices/costs in the sensitivity analysis
Less important
• Feed price cows
• Slaughter price cows
• Milk price*

* we actually include that in the sensitivity
analysis, just to prove that it’s not relevant)
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Suggestion: should we add more prices and costs here? So that it is
easier to choose your own values (for price of heifers and calves…)?
Today that is also possible, but not that easy (manual @ www.simherd.com).
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What are the most relevant parameters?
Växa – SimHerd

1.Köttrassperma analys
2.NTM

3.SenseTime
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Important, because we
simulate relative changes;
5% less mastitis
26 cases drops with - 1.3
13 cases drops with - 0.65
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I doesn’t matter what price you enter here or whether you choose
Ekologisk: in the calculations we use the same prices as NAV, in order
to have agreement with NAV’s estimates for NTM
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These are the parameters that are changed in the
three scenarios (Repro, Sjukdomar and Båda)
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What are the most relevant parameters?
Växa – SimHerd

1.Köttrassperma analys
2.NTM

3.SenseTime
4.Anything else….
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SimHerd, holder det? - Sand i sengene
Simuleret af SimHerd, juni 2015
Ydelse
+600 kg
Celletal
-35000
Ko-dødelighed
-0,5%
Udskiftningspct. -6%
Opnået i besætningen, november 2016
Ydelse
+400 kg
Celletal
-30000
Ko-dødelighed
-1,5%
Udskiftningspct
-6%

”Kristina Brødbæk, VikingDanmark, var med til at lave den
bagvedliggende beregning i SimHerd, som viste et indtjeningspotentiale på 300.000 kr. hos Dorte og Lars Hansens”
Kvæg Magasinet, december 2016

Niels Jørgen bruger ﬂere penge på løn i
forhold til sammenlignelige bedrifter…

SimHerd: ”Hvad nu hvis, vi sparer 1 medarbejder væk?”
- Fra 70.000 til 180.000 i celler
- 5% flere yverbetændelser
- Drop 3x dags malkning

DB
– 749.000 kr. om året

